What is Bio RiiDL?
BioRiiDL, an initiative of RiiDLSVV, is a platform where you find multidisciplinary learning, wherein the skills, knowledge, and modes of thinking are joined together to obtain the desired output. It is a Do-It-Yourself biology lab as well as a bioincubator where we support innovators and startups.

Programs/services/courses of Bio RiiDL?

Services:
- Equipment
- Basic media and reagent (To be purchased)
- Seedloan
- Patent support
- Mentor support
- Expert’s help
- Help in developing business model
- Exposure to investors
- Internet facility
- Discounts in a technical workshops

Courses:
- Bioacademy
- Entrepreneurship course
- Molecular biology techniques
BIO-ENTREPRENEURSHIP PROGRAM

ABOUT ORGANISER

RiiDL

RiiDL identifies and accelerates exceptional teams, who have groundbreaking ideas and a potential to create wealth & opportunities for the betterment of society.

- Technology Business Incubator
- Innovation Center

PROJECTS

CONTACT DETAILS

35 STUDENTS
13 PROJECTS
5 STSRTUPS

BHAVANA PANDYA
9821554344
bhavna.pandya@somaiya.edu

“Do it yourself biology lab and bioincubator

www.bioriidl.org